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Bangalore today is getting popular though for a different variety of Beans-JavaBeans. Capital of the
Southern state of Karnataka, Bangalore today is Asia's fastest growing multicultural city. It is home
to some of the most high tech industries in India. The I.T industry views Bangalore as the 'byte-
basket' of India. Bangalore is also home to some of India's premier scientific institutions. Blessed
with a salubrious climate, gardens & parks, natural scenic lakes, architectural landmarks, shopping
malls, the best eating places and pubs in this part of the globe, business opportunities, Bangalore is
the excellent gateway to India and beyond. Bangalore offers another thing for everyone-music and
dance live shows (Western and Indian), dramas, exhibitions and carnivals.

Bangalore, additionally known as Bengaluru is the capital of the Indian state of Karnataka.
Bangalore is nicknamed the Garden City and was once called a pensioner's paradise. Positioned
along on the Deccan Plateau in the south-eastern segment of Karnataka, Bangalore is India's third
most crowded city and fifth-most crowded urban agglomeration. Bangalore is well recognized as a
hub for India's information technology sector.

Legend goes that King Veeraballa of Vijayanagara once lost his way in forest. Starved and tired, he
came upon a lone hut in the thick woods where he met an old woman. When he asked for meals,
she gave him homemade beans ('Benda Kalu' in Karnataka).The King found this humble meal taste
much better than the richest fare. To commemorate this incident, he called the spot "Benda Kalu
Ooru" (place of baked beans).

By taking the Pune Bangalore bus, one can easily reach Bangalore and experience the fun and
excitement of the road trip. However, if you wish to get Pune Bangalore bus tickets, do the online
booking early. Securing a seat just before the day of travel may become difficult on weekends or
during festive season.

The city, being a central hub for IT and ITES professionals in India, demands a robust bus service
that can cater to the needs of people coming not only from Pune but also from other parts of the
country. Incidentally, Bangalore to Pune bus route is highly interesting, offering visual delight
through the way of wonderful natural sceneries.  The cities are at a distance of about 500 kilometers
from each other and can be easily reached by public or private buses in just 12-14 hours. Many
buses run from Pune to Bangalore and vice versa.
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